Rosé champagne - the missing ingredient
1 Sep 2011 by Jancis Robinson/FT
Pink champagne, once dismissed as a frivolous irrelevance, is now being taken seriously. So seriously that it is creating
major headaches for producers in France's Champagne region thanks to a current shortage of one of its crucial
ingredients. This year's harvest in Champagne, just drawing to a close, may have been the earliest in living memory,
accelerated by the unusually warm spring and early summer, as in the rest of Europe. But the weather in July and early
August was grey and humid, which prejudiced the health and quality of Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier, the two
dark-skinned grapes that still constitute the majority of vines planted in Champagne, being more susceptible to rot than
the light-skinned Champagne grape Chardonnay. (Our image shows the team at the excellent grower Larmandier-Bernier
hand-sorting Pinot grapes from this year's harvest.)
Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier may have dark skins but their juice is pale, pretty much the same colour as Chardonnay
juice. So to make 'white' champagne, producers have to press the dark-skinned grapes particularly carefully so as to
leach as little colour as possible from the skins into the still wines that are blended to form the assemblage that is the
basis for champagne making. For decades, winemaking in Champagne has been focused on minimising the visible
contribution of these dark-skinned grapes and maximising their contribution to flavour, aroma and texture in white
champagnes.
But this century, pink champagne sales have taken off. The UK, for example, imported twice as much of it in 2007 as in
2000, and apparently sales of rosé champagne spike in the Caribbean at Christmas and in the south of Spain in the
summer as these locales are invaded by sybaritic Brits. On a worldwide basis, rosé now constitutes 8.5% of all
champagne shipments, far more than it used to. For some houses such as Bruno Paillard, rosé represents more than one
bottle in every five sold - and Laurent Perrier are so coy about the importance of their popular rosé that they decline to
say what proportion of sales it represents. Even a house as traditional as Bollinger introduced a non-vintage rosé for the
first time ever in 2008.
To make a pink or red wine, you of course need pigment from dark-skinned grapes. All reds are made by prolonged
contact with dark grape skins. Most still rosés are made by very brief maceration of dark grape skins with the juice. Some
pink champagnes are too. But most rosé champagne, exceptionally, is made by adding on average about 15% of still red
wine to the (otherwise white) assemblage. Since well over 300 million bottles are filled with champagne each year, as
much as three million bottles' worth of still red wine are now needed to provide the colour for rosé champagnes from each
grape harvest.
Not only is demand at record levels, however - rosé seems to be the one champagne style that has proved
recession-proof - but this has been the second summer in a row when both quality and quantity of red wine grapes in
Champagne have been disappointing. So one of the chief current preoccupations of chefs de cave responsible for making
rosé champagne is getting their hands on enough still red wine to make sufficient rosé to satisfy demand. The
Champenois have relied far more than any other wine producers on creating demand by marketing - but the combination
of unexpectedly poor summers, even in this era of global warming, which has been threatening the acid levels so prized
by champagne producers, and a rosé craze apparently outside their control, has put them under pressure from entirely
external factors.
Because making good-quality still red wine is so very different from making sparkling white wine, it requires completely
different equipment and techniques. Big houses and those with a reputation for their rosé such Veuve Clicquot, Billecart
Salmon, Bruno Paillard and Laurent Perrier (who, unusually, produce their rosé by the saignée method of 'bleeding'
colour from dark-skinned grapes) produce their own red wine and have been deliberately acquiring vineyards that will
supply suitable red wine for their needs. But many producers buy in still red wine from specialists in producing it such as
the Union Auboise, the co-op in the southern part of Champagne where Pinot Noir dominates.
Fortunately, there is a fashion for paler rather than darker pink champagnes, so producers may need less and less red
wine for their rosé blends - not least from the warmer vintages that have proliferated (although 2010 and 2011 were
exceptions to this) and that naturally produce deeper-coloured, more tannic red wines. And some producers have
apparently installed special thermovinification equipment designed to produce deeply coloured wines by fermenting at
relatively high temperatures. (The Champagne region is so far north and harvests have traditionally been in late
September or early October so that fermentations are usually naturally very cool - cooling equipment has generally been
superfluous here.)
But given all the effort that the Champenois are putting into making these rosé wines, what exactly is the point of them?
Because of demand for rosé, red wine grapes in prime spots have commanded a premium, so pink champagnes, even
basic non-vintage blends, have been selling for considerably more than their white counterparts. What do we consumers
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get in return? Not much, in many cases in my view. My tastings suggest that a huge proportion of rosé champagne is a
fairly cynical product that does not have any special positive attributes but merely ticks the visual box (sometimes only
just) of being pink. In fact I would go so far as to say that the average quality of pink champagne is lower than that of the
average white champagne, despite it being more expensive.
I asked David Hesketh, the Master of Wine in charge of selling so much Laurent Perrier rosé champagne in the UK that
in 2007 it had to be put on allocation, whether he thought most people could tell a rosé champagne from a white one if
they were wearing a blindfold. 'No, I don't think they could. Those who do it [make rosé champagne] well and get an
element of red fruit profile in it, then their wines are noticeably different, but with many other rosés you might be hard
pressed.'
In the world of champagne, image has always been more important than reality.

SOME RECOMMENDED ROSÉS
These are rosé champagnes that I think are worth buying, with average worldwide prices according to
wine-searcher.com. There are few bargains, alas.
Dom Pérignon 1990 (£391), 1996 (£274), 2000 (£225)
Krug (£208)
Pommery, Cuvée Louise 1999 (£167)
Roses de Jeanne, Le Creux d'Enfer Rosé de Saignée 2004 (2006 is £121.50 at The Sampler)
Bollinger, La Grande Année 1999 (£99), 2002 (£112)
Roederer NV (£47)
Bollinger NV (£46)
Jacquart, Brut Mosaïque 2000 (£40)
Veuve Clicquot NV (£40)
Georges Gardet 2002 (£39)
Agrapart, Les Demoiselles NV (£34)
Lanson NV (£32)
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